
R: oh now we have picture and do we have sound? 

V: yes we do  

R:oh that's great well that's nice to meet you ? 

V: nice to meet you too 

R: you've got good lighting you've got a good background you wouldn't believe some of the things  

that I see when people first it's just this complete shadowed face of “so can you turn the light off behind 
you” 

V: The dark and mysterious character  

R: where where am i speaking to what stay to you in  

V: I am in Harrisburg Pennsylvania just north of Three Mile Island  

R:well can you bring your camera down a little so there's less Headroom it's a little too far yeah yeah 
that's good as long as you don't grow taller so  

R: Pennsylvaniais it near Pittsburgh  

V: it's about the center of the state I'm originally from western Pennsylvania about two hours north of 
Pittsburgh and ended up out here we're about two hours in west of Philadelphia and the coast 

R: is a farm country or was the city area  

V: a city it's the state capital  

R: oh okay and how you coping with the virus  

V: It's been interesting  thankfully my husband is a senior IT guy and there's no lack of work for him 
because he works for the state  

R: Wow that's wonderful mas thinking I wonder how many home sweet home plaques have been 
thrown in the trash 
 
V: quite a lot, quite a lot  
 
R: no place like home boy anyway it's a delight to meet you and I'm sure we're gonna have a great time 
and if I say anything you don't agree with feel free to jump in you won’t offend me I'm used to people 
jumping on what I say in it's a it's a healthy way to have a talk  so tell me are you an atheist  

V: yes I am 

R: convince me to become an atheist what are the benefits of atheism  
 
V: uh it is basically the there's no particular benefit to it um it's just you know it's the conclusion I 
reached after reading the Bible and um you know knowing a fair amount about science  



R: So, what is it that you read in the Bible that convinced you become an atheist was some of the Old 
Testament judgments Joshua with the children of Israel taken out the….. 

V: No, well some of that did. I mean after I read it because it's not very often that the pastors I grew up 
with would mention anything except for the pretty plain vanilla fuzzy good Jesus parts of it. basically I 
knew enough science to know that there was no such thing as a 28,000 foot deep flood and you know 
went on through that then I know after I read the Bible I saw where this God killed David's son to punish 
David but you know didn't care about the child and oh you know the you know the usual stuff that you'll 
hear from various you know non-christians 

R: so you're saying that the flood, the noahic flood which was said to cover the whole earth wouldn't 
have covered Mount Everest with 29,000 feet do you realize there was no such things as mountains in 
those days, they hadn't pushed up 

V: there's no evidence that mountains are that young and there's you know to try  claim that there was 
no mountains requires quite a energetic geology that would essentially release so much energy that 
would broil pretty much everyone on earth  
 
R: yeah well that's kind of what happened in the beginning the mountains pushed up like volcanoes do 
anyway… 

V: those aren't volcanoes  

R; no they're not  but they are made of stone or rock I guess… I don't know we're talking about things I 
don't know much about well um do you want to use that name Vel or do you want to use your real first 
name 

V: it doesn't matter  

R: what's your real first name  

V: Andrea I'm not pleased with it I  

R: think it's a great name  

V: It just doesn’t satisfy my  particular aesthetic so I rather like Vel.  I got that from I guess probably 
originally from the Mike Hamer book series  

R: you know you're not called Rotonda or anything that would be a name to complain about 

V:  oh I get see Adrian and Audrey constantly  

R: Oh cuz people yeah Andrea yeah so um what was the other thing there was the mountains and the 
other thing that you were saying was a problem 
 
V: the basically this god murdering children no problem,  
 
R:  yes yeah he killed David son okay did God actually kill, is it David son? or yeah David son when he 
committed adultery with Bathsheba it didn't bless him with the child he said the child's gonna die there 
are repercussions to his actions but he lets solomon live which is wonderful (?) 



V: would you be happy if someone killed one of your children and let the other one lives  

R: no of course not I love all my kids  

V: then why would you accept that from your God  
 
R: oh because he's the giver of life he's a giver and the taker of life and he's the one that blesses with 
health and and in life itself and a peace if he deems fit to take a loved one what can I do about it I just 
trust him I trust his integrity so let's go back to the issue David had a son died and God took him and God 
says your child's gonna die  did they actually happen  

V: did resurrection actually happen  

R: no did David have a son that god killed 
 
V: no no I did if that didn't happen why should I think that the resurrection happened  

R: oh no not talking about the resurrection what I'm trying to get you to say is that did God kill the son 
of David  
 
V: yes that's what the Bible says 

R: yeah but it didn't happen did it cuz you're an atheist so you say it didn't happen because God doesn't 
exist so why are you upset about something it didn't happen it's like being upset about the fairy 
godmother turning Cinderella's coach back into a pumpkin  
 
V: (laughter) well let me ask you if let's just say that it did happen  

R: okay  

V: and you said that you would have absolutely no problem with a god doing something you would be 
unhappy with the human doing correct  
 
R: oh yeah I'd be I wouldn't be the happiest man on earth of one of my children died but I know that 
God is the giver and the taker of life he created every bone every every drop of blood and my children 
he gave me the gift of children and if he deem fit that one of my children dies I can't do anything about 
it but I can trust him I can trust him in it and say Lord you know what you're doing you allowed this for 
some reason it may not be a perfect will but it should permissive will you're permitted it and in that I 
rejoice I trust you because that's what faith is about it's trusting when often often things aren't right  

V: so you believe you have an objective morality from your religion correct  
 
R: yeah absolutely  

V: so if if it's not moral for a human to do something why is it moral for your God to do it  
 
R: well let me just take the scenario and bring some reality to it um everyone's gonna die every single 
person's gonna die and the Bible says why they're gonna die so why be upset about something that 
happened two and a half thousand years ago to another man's child and say what about my neighbors 



down the road who have got children that have got cancer and they're dying what about grandma she's 
dying grandpa my dog dies my parents are gonna die I'm gonna die my husband's gonna die why not ask 
that question and say what is God doing  that question has an answer and that's the one you should 
pursue because the answer is incredible  

V: why is your God allowing all these people to die whenever we you know we have this what's safe 
having the covid virus we have you know this God you know you say it's okay for this God to take 
anyone anytime it wants  

R: correct yeah absolutely okay so  

V: your morality is based on nothing more than might equals right right  

R: no no I don't think so I'm not saying God allows people to die; God kills them. it says in Scripture the  
wages of sin is death you you remember that Bible verse the wages of sin is death? 

V:  mmm-hmm it's interesting that Christians can't agree on what sin is  

R:yeah well sin is transgression the law 1 John 3:4 every Christian I know agrees on that cuz scripture 
makes it very clear.  sin is transgression of God's moral law.  anyway let's get back to it the wages of sin 
is death you're gonna die I'm gonna die because God is paying us in death for our sins the wages of sin is 
death he's given us the death sentence we're victims of capital punishment justly, it's like a criminal 
recorded more he's committed heinous crimes but he doesn't think they're serious he says judge I'm 
guilty I cut the throat so I strangled so I strangled three prostitutes they were the scum of the earth I'm 
doin’ society a favor the judge says you may not think seriously about what you've done but I certainly 
do these are precious human life so I'm gonna show you how serious I consider your transgression 
you're going to the electric chair and he pays him the wages of his transgression he says you've earned 
this  

this is your wages this is what you deserve and God says sin is so serious in his eyes not our eyes but his 
eyes that he's given us the death sentence and that's how serious God is about sin the death sentence 
so if you're gonna get angry at God for killing a child two and a half thousand years ago look at the 
whole of humanity and say God it's not fair everyone's gonna die and you've given the death sentence 
and that should lead you to ask why and the Bible tells us why  

V: well I know why because the soul doesn't exist and life ends thanks to the laws of physics  

R: you hmm are you sure of that  

V: yes  

R: well this is huge news because the whole world to the whole world death is a mystery science none of 
what doesn't know what happens after death but you know you're saying there's no life after death why 
would you come to that conclusion  

V: I didn't say that I said that look that death happens because of laws of physics require us our bodies 
to wind down there's no reason to think that there's a life after death first for because humans have all 
sorts of different ideas about what that is and we've never seen a scrap of evidence confirming it  

R:you believe in the soul  



V: nope   

R: you know I was talking to a university professor University professor at UCLA and I said one thing that 
made him change his mind about the soul I asked him the same question I asked you I said you believe 
in the soul and he was a biologist a an evolutionary scientist UCLA and I said he said no I don't believe in 
a soul I said do you realize the Bible uses the word soul and the word life synonymously he said really is I 
believe in a soul then because obviously there is life within your body Andrea when you were a little 
four-year-old girl you didn't look like you do now you're a mature woman there well that many years 
ago when you were four you can look you look completely different but you're the same soul you're the 
same personality all this happens that you've gained spirits and knowledge 

 

V: no  

R: the soul is looking out of your eyes the soul is making your voice talk it's making your brain work and 
when you die your soul passes on into eternity that's why they say he passed on you're gonna pass on 
through eternity that's what the Bible teaches  

V: well yeah I don't you know I don't believe in the Bible what's looking out of my eyes is the 
consciousness that my brain generates  

R: well that's it your consciousness is your soul  

V: that's not that but we have no evidence that it goes anywhere after the brain dies  

R: yeah we do because the brain is dead because the life is left brain doesn't work when life leaves eyes 
don't work when the life leaves. when the soul leaves the body everything says brain did heart dead 
everything's dead because the life is less yeah what happens  

V: nope you seem to have your the eggs before the chicken because the brain whenever it shuts down 
the consciousness ceases now if you want to have something like dualism where there's a separate 
consciousness soul or whatever you want to then we should be able to sense that and detect it because 
it's interacting with an electrochemical organ called the brain  

R: yeah and there's no life to make it work and because the life has passed on now you mentioned the 
chicken of the egg which came first the chicken that body here  

V: the egg   

R: are you sure  

V: yep  

R: was it fertilized 

V:  probably in some manner we have some evidence on how the unicellular things ended up being poly 
cellular and then ended up being sexual for reproduction  

R: how did it get fertilized from you need a male and a female to fit I so obviously the chicken came first 
which laid the egg and for the chicken… 



V: laughs  

R: fertilized egg it had to be a male to fertilize the egg that's how that's the birds and the bees chickens 
and that we're all the same   

V: nope the eggs originally came from reptiles and whenever they split off into dinosaurs and then 
chickens came from the dinosaurs and that's where the egg came from  

R: boy Andrew you got blind faith to believe all that. the dinosaur chicken is I don't believe that it's 
 
  
 
V: Saying that this is just crazy talk that doesn't really help ray unless you can show some evidence that 
you know creationism works and can explain why even Christians can't agree on the creationism they 
want to pretend that exists  

R: oh I think there's disagreement in every sphere of society no matter what you people disagree in 
husbands and wives disagree politicians disagree  

V: Christians are all they all have the one real truth but I what need to see is evidence that that is 
actually the case  

R: well that's it's provable um now let me ask what's that  
 
V: how is it provable  
 

R: we'll come up to that in a few minutes  
 
V: Laughter. 
 
R: Andrea here's a question for you and I asked our atheists all the time and made me ask this question 
do you really believe the scientific impossibility that nothing created everything  

V: that's not what the Big Bang Theory says it says that things came from a singularity and right at this 
moment sprayed at this moment we don't know what came before that  

R: so the Atheist believes there was no initial force there was no initial course so do you believe a 
scientific impossibility that nothing created everything including the singularity  

V: we don't know that there is nothing it could have been a force but we don't we simply don't know at 
the moment what we do know is that the creation myths of Christianity and a lot of different other 
religions have no evidence to support them  

R: so you're not atheist you're agnostic you just don't know  

V: no I am quite an atheist I know that you know all the gods that you know men have invented in 
worship don't exist and there could be some force but that is not the god you worship is it?  

R: that is it's the force in the beginning the prime mover that created the guy  



V:. Nope 

 

R: Andrea why wouldn't why wouldn't you want it to be God why would you say there could be a force 
in the beginning that created all things it just wasn't God why would you say that  

V: why should I assume that you know the religion I grew up in was the correct one  

R: oh you don't you don't want to assume anything this is your salvation you got to be sure if you're 
gonna jump out of a plane you don't say I wonder which is the right pay you want the parachute that's 
gonna work and so that's what we're hitting for today so let's move let's move away from the rabbit 
trails because we're gonna run around around them you know when we talk about when we talk about 
creation in the prime beginning and atheism I'd like to move away from your intellect I'd like to talk to 
your conscience you happy with that  

V: oh sure  (snickering) 

R: how do you think you're a good think you're a good person 

V: I've heard you do this before yes I do think I'm a good person and I do not use your Bible or your 
interpretation to define what good is. 

R: that's what we often do that's what I did before I was a Christian that's what  Adolf Hitler did I no 
doubt if I talk to Hitler he would say he was a good person because he had his own moral standard he 
cleaned up Germany got rid of brothels more than full employment got rid of the scum of  the earth 
clean the German race and … 
 
V: know that a lot of Christians think that he did a very good job you can see that on the news with the 
various Trumpies thinking having no problem with Nazism at all  

R: you know what if I were you I wouldn't cover the whole church with one blanket because Jesus spoke 
of true and false conversions he spoke of hypocrites he spoke he spoke of fake Christians and they're the 
ones that often speak the loudest so don't sweep with such a broad broom there are genuine Christians 
that believe the Bible love their enemies that do good they're kind to other people they're not nasty and 
if you find someone who is professing Christian and they they lack love you can say to yourself I don't 
believe that person's a genuine Christian, they are a Jew ( when he said this initially it caught me by 
surprise.  The auto transcript picked it up as “junius”.  I had to rewind this several times and listen 
because I didn’t want to believe it but this does seem to be what he said).   

V: yeah basically everyone every Christian um says this to me my folks are still Christian they ask me 
questions about the Bible whenever they don't know something and I actually bought them a really nice 
version the you know the the idea you know I know Christians attack each other all the time. I grew up 
with a lot of anti Catholicism in western Pennsylvania and again you know the actions of Christians I can 
you know pull out just as many verses recommending abandoning your family saying that all non- 
christians deserve to die and deserve hell  

R: let's just stop there, let's deal with those two the first one is abandon your family could you explain 
that to me  



V: Jesus says you have to abandon to follow him 

R: no he didn't he says it's just he said unless you hate your mother your father your brother your sister 
and your own life he cannot be my disciple he didn't say don't ban in your family  

V: yes he says abandon your family if someone needs buried to walk away  

R: oh, I hear what you are saying, that guys dead.  every time I hear what you're saying that guy said he 
said let me go and bury my father and it was traditional tradition in those days he was saying I want to 
stay at home until my father gets old and dies and Jesus said let the dead bury their dead he's following 
me so that's what he'd say  

V: that’s not what it says. that doesn’t make sense.    

R: okay well to me it does because I understand tradition at the time and there's a lot of things… 

V: I know the traditions of that time too.  

R: okay so we're saying you abandoned your father let him die let the dead bury the dead the other one 
was the unless you hate your mother your father your brother your sister and your your own life he 
cannot be my disciple what you think that means the  

V: The word hates pretty obvious there  

R: what does it mean  

V: it means that you have to wear some evil you have to wish them evil and you have to abandon them 
exactly like I said  

R: okay let me share my thoughts and see what you think it's actually saying that the love you have for 
God it's called hyperbole a statement of exaggerations a statement of extremes for emphasis akin Jesus 
was aligning love and hate for emphasis sake the Old Testament often did it he that leaves his child 
without discipline hates his child it's just saying you don't love you kid and what he was saying is that 
your love for God should be so great because he gave you life that your love for your mom and dad your 
brother and your sister should seem like hatred compared to the love that you have for the one who 
gave you that mother father brother sister and your own life called hyperbole  

V: that's not what it says and there's no indication that there is hyperbole meant in that case  

R: well it's very obvious if you’re a  reader with searching heart.    

V:  it's obvious only if you're reading it and hoping to make excuses for a god that is not what you the 
loving being that you would like to claim it is  

R: well let me tell you why I believe it's not hatred like you say despite its appearance because Jesus 
upheld the law honor your father and mother if you hate your father or mother the Bible says you could 
be put to death he said love your enemies do good to those that spitefully use you, so the same one 
who said love your enemies do good to those that despitefully use you when he was crucified he said 
Father forgive them they know what they do know not what they do why would he say hate your 
mother and father? obviously it's hyperbole but if you want to believe he was really saying hate your 



mother and father in contradiction of everything he lived for and everything he taught well it's your 
choice  

V: Laughter 

R: let's get back the question let's get back to the question because we're going down a rabbit hole um if 
you think you're a good person how do you measure up to those Commandments  

V: I don't care about your Commandments  

R: But how do you measure up to them  
 
V: I don't need to measure up to them  
 
R: well let me ask you let me let me put you on the stand and see how you do how many lies do you 
think you've told in your life  

V: I've told some and some were for a good reason just like the folks who did Anne Frank were lying to 
the Nazis  
 
R: have you ever stolen something in your life even though you know a lot of music off the internet 
that's not yours  

V: nope  

R: never use God's name in vain?  
 
V: yep and I don't believe in your God and I think it's kind of a silly character so I don't find that any 
worse than cursing by Krishna's name for all that matters  

R: so would you use your mother's name as a cuss word  
 
V: no and my mother is not a magical being that's claimed to have moral superiority over everyone  

R: so why wouldn't use your mother's name as a cuss word is it because you respect her  

V: Yep and I don't respect your God since I see no evidence that it exists  

R: boy that's so honest of you and kind of you to admit that the Bible says that you don't respect God 
you hate him without cause and that you're in a state of enmity towards God  

V: No.  

R: which is evident over the fact that you use his name as a cuss word to express disgust what greater 
evidence of that enemity you have towards your creator than the fact that you use his name as a cuss 
word that means nothing to you… 

V: the evidence that it's part of my culture to use your God's name is a cuss word to say Jesus Christ 
whenever it seems to be appropriate in emotion but there is no particular hate there because the cuss 
word is centrally meaningless 



R: can you think of anyone in history who's had his name used as a cuss word like Hitler Napoleon or 
Mother Teresa anybody  

V: No and what exactly does that matter about your god that you can't show exists ? 

R: well I'm just making a point Andrea that Jesus said why his name is used as a cuss word he said this 
it's in John chapter 7 the world hates me because I testify of its deeds that they're evil and we hate God 
without cause for the same reason a criminal hates a police officer, a police officer is often hated even 
killed not because of who he is but because what he stands for and we hate God because he stands for 
righteousness and we stand for evil and  

V: No.  your God is… I can demonstrate that your God is just as evil as anything right it works so Satan at 
least but 3-4 times in the Bible so I'm, you know, I'm not impressed with any claims that know I'm evil 
because I don't like you know the character of your God  

R: so you can't prove it you'll because you're an atheist there's no such thing as good or evil  

V: yes there is  

R: well explain to me  
 
V: My moral compass comes from basically Western civilization that came from largely the Greeks and 
one of the ancient things I also we've gotten better over the years and my personal moral compasses 
are Captain Kirk and Captain America  

R: so if you are are governed by society if society says which is might is right if society says  

V: society doesn’t say might is right. 

R:  yes the majority rules  

V: no it isn't  

R: well what is it  

V: Might equals right is not majority rule.   

R: Well a democracy let's go back to it if society says it's okay to kill Jews because they're not human and 
the Nazis have put in there by society does that make it right  

V: no  

R: why not  
 
V: because I have my own moral  compass and the majority of the world if you want to go with that Ray 
said that you know the Nazis were wrong and they spent a lot of lives taking removing them from the 
world stage  

R: so there's your moral compass that your god-given conscience a society shape size shape of God given 
the word conscience means with knowledge  

V: No.  



R: andrea, God has given you lights he's giving you understand so you can make moral measurements  

V:tHe the idea of moral understand, do unto others has been around a lot longer than a bunch of 
ignorant agrarians from the eastern Mediterranean the whole concept was in China was in ancient 
Egypt, Zoroastrianism it's nothing you know it's no surprise that a Christian would try to claim that his 
God is the source of all morals but there's no evidence to support  

R: of course, that's been around we know we've got that conscience every human being has that 
conscience is the inner light given to every man by his creator 

V: it's not even by your God there's nothing to show that and we have the evidence that even the 
neaderthals were taking care of their dead and their sick so it has nothing to do with some God giving 
you know a moral compass whenever that God has a worst moral compass than most modern humans  

R: okay so um Andrea what did God do for guilty sinners so we wouldn't have to end up in hell according 
to the Bible do you know? 

V: according to the myth this God intentionally  or couldn't keep Satan out of Eden; he didn't let Adam 
and Eve know what good and evil is; after a few thousand years of trying with a flood and with laws this 
God seems to have decided that it needed a blood sacrifice by torture to make itself happy and to 
forgive people for what it essentially did in the beginning  
 
R: boy you know if I was if I had that theology I'd be an atheist now this is what happens   

V: That’s why I'm an atheist 
 
R: because it's it's bad theology it's as I said misunderstanding  
 
V: scripture says what it says.  

R: the scripture tells us let me let me share this and then you can give your thoughts because when we 
over talk each other it's very confusing so I'll let you chat and you let me chat um and really the Bible 
says God is holy and righteous he's nothing like we imagined him to be he's not the old man reaching 
out to touch Adams finger here's the maker of all things as every building has a builder, every painting 
has a painter everything made has a maker, God is intimately familiar with you as a person as you know 
he knows how many hairs on your head he knows how many thoughts are in your heart knows what 
you're thinking what you're doing and he's even familiar with every atom that makes up that eye he's 
intimately familiar with the atom because he made that atom that intricate atom and the Bible says has 
wrath abides on you because of your sin and he's given you the deaths in its that's how serious sins is to 
God 

 but at the same time he's rich in mercy and God became a human being a perfect sinless man Jesus of 
Nazareth who then gave His life on the cross to pay the fine for the law that you and I broke the Ten 
Commandments as you know are called the moral law you and I broke the law, Jesus paid the fine that's 
what happened on that cross that means God can legally dismiss your case as a judge can dismiss a case 
of a criminal that's violated road rules because someone paid us fine and do that which is legal and right 
and just God can take the fear of death off you the power of death off you. 



V: laughter 

 R: you can release you from the death penalty because of what Jesus did on the cross and paying the 
fine and then rising from the dead and all you have to do to find the truth is obey the gospel I'm not 
trying to convince you of the Bible 

V: you are.  

R:  I'm not trying to convince you there aren't nasty people who call themselves Christians I'm not trying 
to convince you of Genesis chapter 1 I'm just saying hey believe the gospel  

V: Which gospel? 

R: it's very simple God's God's made provision for you to have everlasting life if you'll repent and trust in 
him for your salvation you'll forgive your sins and grant you everlasting life as a free gift and you did it 
you let me speak and for that I'm very grateful so you want to say hey  

V: (laughter) there's no events for anything that you said.  I am not afraid of death. I don't think that I 
think it's so morally reprehensible to expect someone to pay for my sins and I just find the whole 
concept of Christianity just to be you know a terribly strange religion with the you know  the idea that 
you know ,sacrifice is needed this perfect supposed person when if I did something wrong I expect to be 
held responsible for it 

R:  well that makes me shut up  you don't realize this but I like you very much I care about you and 
where you're spend eternity and the thought of God giving you justice for your sins takes my breath 
away brings tears to my eyes and all I can do is plead with you just soften your heart Andrea please your 
parents love you I love you Christians love you and we take no pleasure in your death we take no 
damnation we want to see you on heaven not in hell  

V: so Ray, your Bible in Romans nine says that your God picks and chooses who can accept it and who 
can't and then a damns those who that it chose not to be able to accept it so I just might be one of those 
people that you know your God decided that I had a no free will and I have no choice in the matter  

R: you know predestination is often confused with God having foreknowledge I can watch the superball 
know who wins and come home look at the television and say to my friend as we watch this I know 
exactly what's gonna happen and it's the same with God he knows those who will harden their heart  

V: No that’s not what it says. 

R: you know you know let me let me explain predestination for you 
 
V: I’m  Presbyterian, Ray, I’ve already heard this.  

R:  because you may not have heard this and it helps me understand the thing because if you're what 
you're saying is true then God is unjust  

V: Yep.  

R: so let's just let's just let me let me give you my perspective Bible says we are so sinful so rebellious 
that it takes God's grace for us to be saved he grants repentance the acknowledging the truth 
whosoever will may come as the promise of Scripture God opens up to the whole of humanity whoever 



believes in Him shall not perish but have everlasting life who everyone that thirsts whosoever comes to 
are no wise cast out so the Scriptures make it very clear that salvation is universal to the whole of 
humanity and a few harden your heart God will give you justice he won't give you repentance he'll leave 
you to your own free will and your choosing hell not heaven and that's not God's will neither is mine and 
that's why I'm cleaning with you today that's but  

V: he might have to talk to Paul because that's exactly what he says is I have no choice in the matter and 
Jesus also said that he took use parables to make sure that some people couldn't accept him  

R: yeah you know what that's about… the Bible says God resists the proud and gives grace to the humble 
Jesus said I thank your father that you've hid these things from the wise and the prudent and revealed 
them to babes.  so if you refuse to have a humble seeking huh you'll never find the truth you open a 
Bible and start looking for things that you can do to accuse God of moral discrepancies you'll never find 
the truth but if you've got a humble searching heart and say God I'm gonna die I need you to I need you 
to live and I know you're rich in mercy and me a lover of mine and you're the lover of my soul please 
leave me in all truth and he will he's faithfully promised he says if you seek me only if you search me 
with your whole heart 

V:  I’ve already have done this.  

R: let me finish that he said if you seek me you'll find me if you search me with your whole heart so 
remember that God resists the proud gives grace to the humble and a proud person doesn't realize 
they're proud they're blinded by their own pride so search your own heart and says have I got a proud 
heart or my humbly seeking truth and wanting to please the God that gave me life  
 
V: I was… whenever I first read the Bible the I was in the midst of losing my faith and so I prayed and 
asked this God to help me and this has been oh handful of decades ago this God did absolutely nothing 
right so while trying to blame the victim doesn't really work here 
 
R:  okay let me answer that God sometimes takes his time a daay of the Lord is a thousand years to us 
and God is answering that prayer today and I'm trying to help you to restore your faith so you thank God 
that he chooses the foolishness of preaching to save those that believe.  he speaks through donkeys he's 
speaking through me today and telling you that he has no pleasure in your death and he's answering 
your prayer and he wants to restore your faith. Okay 

V:  other Christians have told me the same thing although somewhat different because Christians have 
their own invention of what this God wants and to try to claim that your God takes decades to answer 
prayer that doesn't work with the Bible either since it it says that basically knock the door shall be 
opened it doesn't say wait until you're late middle age to hear from someone 

R:  it doesn't tell you how quickly the door will open this is knock and it shall be open sometimes God 
takes his time scripture makes it very clear   

V:The scripture says that the knock on the door shall be open because the person is not going to let the 
the person in the house doesn't let the the visitor stand outside  
 
R: Well keep knocking Andrea God loves you I love you I care about you and your parents love you and I 



want to thank you for your the fact that you're a good sport and you you let me speak and I trust that 
you're gonna think about what we talked about today when you do that  

V: yeah oh yeah I've spent a long long time doing things.  
 
R: well thank you very much and we'll be in contact we don't usually do it but I'm gonna send you the 
link to this so you have your own copy because you requested there so thank you again I really 
appreciate talk to you and it's been nice to meet you and give my love to your parents and we had this 
today because their prayers god bless  
 
V: okay see you, Ray,  bye-bye  

 


